**Introduction**

- Early clinical trials suggest that DBS at kHz-frequencies may be effective in improving motor symptoms. (Harmsen et al., 2019)
- 10 kHz-DBS can deliver more power in tissue compared to conventional frequency DBS, reflecting increased pulse compression (PCF; duty cycle) and thus tissue heating.

**Hypothesis:** kHz-DBS modulates neuronal function via moderate tissue heating, analogous to kHz-SCS. (Zannou L, Khadka N et al., 2019a*,2019b)

**Objective:** To predict the role of tissue heating in kHz-DBS by characterizing the range of temperature changes during clinical kHz-DBS protocols.

**Methods**

- Developed a high-resolution MRI-derived DBS head model of Joule-heat coupled bioheat to establish the role of tissue heating.
- Model solved using stimulation coupled Pennes’ bioheat transfer equation.
- DBS lead positioned at the STN and surrounded by encapsulation layer.
- Simulated monopolar and bipolar electrode montages.
- Volume of Tissue Activated (VTA) or Heated (VTH) contrasted.

**Results**

- VTA analysis addresses fiber activation of various types and VTH analysis will depend on yet-unspecified neurophysiological process predicted by temperature threshold.
- Under assumption simulated here, the VTA and VTH are comparable (roughly double for bipolar vs monopolar) for the same dose suggesting that stimulation and heating have some additive effects in neural activation (neuromodulation).

**Conclusion**

- While the specific mechanisms of heating-based neuromodulation remains to be shown, there is a long record of neuromodulation techniques associated with tissue heating and reversible change in brain excitability.
- Subject to validation with in vivo measurement, neuromodulation through a heating mechanism of action by kHz-DBS can indicate multiple novel therapeutic pathways and strategies for dose optimization.
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